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Week in Review - Spirit Week 2014

Isaac Scharbach
Quill Staff Writer
The cheers of the crowd
grew louder as the struggle
stretched on. Tension and
excitement hung suspended in
the stale air of Memorial Gym as
freshman iron
pushed against
sophomore
steel during the
arm wrestling
final at the
pep rally. The
moment
prolonged
itself as two
unyielding forces remained locked,
the heat of a ferocious battle
encapsulated in a rigid stillness.
Suddenly, with a surge of power,
sophomore champ Bailey Toth
jammed down freshman champ
Sam James’ arm, and the gym
erupted in cheers of triumph and
anguish.
Dodgeball, arm wrestling,
costumes, t-shirts, purple lights? It
doesn’t get much better than that.
Spirit Week is that time of year
where every student can openly
express his pride in the school that
is turning him into a man.

This year, Student Council
treated us to even more creative
events for Spirit Week. We all
were grateful to receive news of
the administration’s approval of a
full, five-day Spirit Week this year;
dressing up every day, participating
in tournaments,
and anticipating
the pep rally
brought new life
and energy to
the school. New
theme days,
themed cafeteria
food, and pep
rally contests
brought more students than usual on
board to show their spirit.
It is tough to say which
will last longer in our memories:
Greg Rogers’ blind finish of the
Rubik’s Cube, Connor Jangro vs.
Coach Henry on the tricycles, Mr.
Scavilla’s skills on the basketball
court, or defending dodgeball
champions 4mc2’s repeat victory.
We are grateful to all pep rally
participants for boosting our spirits
and showing school pride.
Normally, the Mount Saint
Joseph dress code evokes the
dignity, commitment, and pride

Russ Sullivan
Quill Staff Writer
Some Mount St. Joe
students felt surprised at the start of
this year that some of their uniform
pieces from previous years were no
longer acceptable for daily wear.
Emails had gone home over the
summer, and now posters covered
the hallways walls with pictures
of shoes, pants, polos, belts, etc.
After Mr. Murphy’s speech to
individual classes in the first week
of school, there was no mistaking
it. The updated school dress code
is more strict, yet more simple and
streamlined than ever.
Mr. Murphy, who oversees
the dress code on a daily basis,
said that the dress code policy
changes were meant simply

to reduce complications in
dress code actually simplifies the
any lingering confusion about
students’ selections and make the
process and allows students to focus acceptable polo shirts can wait until
expectations easier to enforce on
on more important things.
spring. The standard oxford shirt
campus. Near the end of the year,
Really, the new code does
and tie combination remains from
Mr. Murphy said he had noticed
not have any crazy restrictions. The last year.
that “some students were getting
major piece that Mr. Murphy said
Again, there are not
lax in dress,” with a few noticeable needed to be changed was shoes;
too many changes to this dress
recurring infractions.
now, only black or brown leather
code. Mr. Murphy does not
With the new standards,
shoes (including boat shoes) are
intend for this dress code to be
students no longer need to
permitted. Other changes include
troublesome to follow. A committee
question what color pants might be
a more limited color selection of
of administrators, teachers,
acceptable or worry about arguing
slacks, a black/brown leather belt,
and students agreed upon these
with teachers who have different
quarter zip or v-neck sweaters, and
standards to make sure the student
interpretations of the regulations.
simple colored socks.
body’s appearance reflects our
While it seems at first to be rather
As we transition into
tight-knit community and Xaverian
picky about the details, this new
our winter dress requirements,
values.
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in the outstanding opportunity for
education we share as Mount Men.
Here, we find Spirit Week to be not
entirely perfect. Mr. Bonham of

Campus Ministry noted that it can
be “difficult [for students] to focus
in the classroom.” Also, Mrs. Baker
of the Attendance Office reported
that although lateness does not
increase, more behavioral issues
arise when
students are
dressed down.
Spirit Week
awakens a lot
of excitement;
although
reborn
enthusiasm is
important, it
can lead students to distraction in

the classroom.
However, it is so important
to note the benefits of allowing
students to express school spirit
in their own way, outside of the
usual dress code standards. This
opportunity for self-expression
embellishes our atmosphere of
community values and academic
excellence.
Ms. Coyne, Director of
Student Activities, expressed, “It
is my responsibility to provide
programs that are not academic
where community and brotherhood
can be felt.” She feels that, rather
than lowering the standards of
behavior during spirit week,
students are both “respectful in
dress and during the games.”
Spirit Week is that joyful
time of year that brings the Mount
together.
Although it has
a few flaws,
it only lasts
one week, and
the passion
and energy
it inspires
for weeks
afterward make
up for any shortcomings.

MSJ Implements New Dress Code
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Are Changes Forthcoming for the Catholic Church?

Russ Sullivan takes a look at the most recent Synod of Bishops, called by Pope Francis
Russ Sullivan

Quill Staff Writer
The Supreme Pontiff, Francis, has recently called a synod on
the modern family. An important
topic that was discussed was the
Church’s position on gay people
and same sex unions. Pope Francis
recently became known for saying,
“If someone is gay and he searches
for the Lord and has good will, who
am I to judge?”
People have been pushing
for the Church to create a more inclusive space for gays. A document
created by bishops states that gay
Catholics have “gifts and qualities
to offer to the Christian community.” Indeed, that is true. We are all
the people of God and he created us
in his image. This has caused the

bishops to ask the question: “Are
we capable of welcoming these
people, guaranteeing to them a fraternal space in our communities?”
On the other end of the
spectrum, the Church has had certain Catholics condemn and oppose
this synod. This group also has
some Catholics that oppose modernism. Cardinal Raymond Burke,
the current Cardinal Prefect of the
Supreme Tribunal of the Apostolic
Signatura, stated, “This whole synod was put together by Pope Francis
and the synod fathers to water down
the faith of Jesus Christ.” Cardinal
Burke has every reason to hold
this belief. In 1975, the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith
declared that “homosexual acts are
intrinsically disordered.”

Our Pope Emeritus, Benedict, announced in January 2013
that gay marriage “threatens the
world’s justice and peace.”
In the Holy Bible, Genesis
strongly emphasises the union between a man and a woman. “Then
the Lord God made a woman from
the rib he had taken out of the man,
and he brought her to the man. The
man said, ‘This is now bone of my
bones and flesh of my flesh; she
shall be called “woman,” for she
was taken out of man.’ For this reason a man will leave his father and
mother and be united to his wife,
and they will become one flesh”
(Genesis 2:22-24).
Despite biblical teachings
like this that some say makes the
issue very simple, the synod was

unable to draw a clear conclusion
about the state of the modern family. David Gibson for The Washington Post reports that “even the
few watered-down paragraphs on
gays and remarried Catholics did
not reach the two-thirds threshold
needed for formal passage.”
While the bishops decided
not to formally welcome gays into
the Church, they did conclude that
there are “positive elements” in gay
unions. As Gibson writes, “Nothing has been decided, and nothing
is off the table.” There is a larger
and longer synod planned for next
October, and we can anticipate that
Pope Francis will pursue a deeper
conversation about these issues.

The Opinionated Sophomore

Isaac Scharbach

“You don’t have the same excuses you had as a freshman.”

Quill Staff Writer
They’re too confident, aren’t they?
They stride through to their classes
and hang out with their friends as if
they’ve been here for years!
This, of course, is the
stereotypical thought that crosses
the sophomore’s mind in regard
to freshmen. But is it really that
bad? Surely, no Mount Man would
venture into
such a realm
of conclusion.
It would be,
however,
remiss not to
mention that
sophomores
tend to look
down on the
younger class
with a perhaps,
unjustified
disrespect.
This
traditional
tension between the 9th and 10th
graders has earned the latter an
unfavorable reputation. Why are
sophomores like that, anyway?
Is that just how it is? Is it that

every class looks down upon its
predecessor with disdain? Does
the brotherhood the Mount was
founded on fall into pieces as
sectionalism? “Brothers for life”
is a pretty high standard, but that’s
what comes out of St. Joe. We all
have a model to look up to, whether
it’s our favorite coach or one of the
Founding Fathers of America. We
all have a mutual goal: “to become
the men God intends us to be.”
So maybe
these aloof
sophomores are
only the result of
their definition,
which (any
freshman will
note in reference
to Vocabulary
Workshop,
Level E) is
“conceited and
overconfident of
knowledge but
poorly informed
and immature.”
Sure, each class has its
differences, but in the end you can
only gain experience. In the case
of the 9th and 10th graders, the
differences between the classes are
clear. First, since sophomores are

usually older, they should be more
mature than freshmen. Second,
sophomores simply aren’t as lost.
Whether in sports, figuring out
where the Main Office is, or which
building contains room 9¾, it can
be concluded that sophomores do in
fact have more experience.
Freshman year
is hard: harder
homework,
harder teachers,
harder soccer
balls to the
head--it’s quite
an adventure.
Sophomores have come a long way
since that first day of Orientation,
attempting to figure out how and
why the schedule rotates every day.
Of course, none can begin to guess
how much of that experience was
lost over that awesome summer
everyone had, but the sophomore
can hope to be less of a deer in the
headlights.
There’s a lot of change
going into freshman year, but in
the sophomores’ defense, there
are also many new--although less
obvious--challenges to be faced
in the next year. The 10th grade
is a difficult time for many as a

“nobody.” Growing up always is,
especially when you can never
seem to get to school on time, you
don’t understand how to tell an
adverb infinitive from an adjective
infinitive, and your crush just
told you she hates your guts by
way of Twitter. But hey, we’ll all
get through it
someday--after
midterms, and the
science fair, and
all those teachers
who refuse to
exempt from
finals…
As one of the
Zaleski twins thoughtfully put it,
“Things are a lot more familiar as
a sophomore, but more is expected
of you. You’re expected to work
harder and to have a better attitude.
You don’t have the same excuses
you had as a freshman.”
From high school to college
to the big wide world, things can
get pretty tough. In fact, many
teachers will tell us the real world is
now. Things get difficult, but all we
have to do is look at the best of the
seniors (a whole ‘nother story) to
know where we’re headed.

The Championship That Got Away
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A long season for MSJ Volleyball ends just shy of the Championship Game
Michael Slattery
Quill Staff Contributor
Underappreciated and
sometimes unacknowledged, Mount
Saint Joseph volleyball teams
over the years have strived to find
success. Unfortunately, volleyball
has never been a very popular
sport here at the Mount. With only
one championship in ten years,
the program has struggled to gain
support. However, this year the
volleyball program finally found
some real success.
The 2014 volleyball
squad soared into the playoffs.
With strong outside hitters, Sean
“The Guy” Updike and Brendin
DeGrange; a soft handed setter,
Brandon Greenway; insane middle
hitters, Paul Stromberg and Michael
Erickson; and a vigorous libero,
Sean Turner, varsity volleyball
seemed to have set up a “dream
team.” As a member of the team
myself, I knew we had the skills to
succeed.
Mr. Samuel Bianco, who
is entering into his ninth year as

the varsity head coach, said that
Even though we made it
he found a plethora of similarities
into the playoffs, the team was
between this year and the year the
not able proceed past rival Loyola
team won the championship in
in the quarterfinals. The best
2006, including “good chemistry,
championship caliber teams are the
a senior heavy team, and a good
ones that can make improvements,
group of
and that just
“Our
game
was
pure.”
guys.” When
was not us this
asked if
year.
Sean Turner, senior
he thought
The
the team could win the MIAA
team had various thoughts about
championship in November, he
how we ultimately faltered in
responded, “We certainly had what
the end and how we can find an
it took to win, but it was completely upswing next year. Senior Trevor
out of my hands. We needed to
Newman said, “We have a lot of
compete on every level, minimize
potential; we just needed to dig

“This year, we enjoyed some good ol’
fashioned blue collar volleyball.”

Trevor Newman, senior

our mistakes, and stay consistent,
and that just didn’t happen this
time.” While he viewed this
season as a whole as “a learning
experience,” he clearly thought the
team had what it took to succeed.
Unfortunately, the championship
slipped through our fingers this
year.

deep and play.” Senior and cocaptain Sean Updike assured, “We
need that drive to win, to maintain
mental focus, and above all, to
use distractions to our advantage.”
Former player and 2006 MSJ
volleyball champion Coach Matt
Schmidt said, “We could improve
our serve receive and develop

proper team dynamics.” Lastly,
senior Brandon Greenway believed,
“We have to focus on defense and
always put in one hundred percent,
never giving up on any point.”
For eight of the members on
this prestigious squad, this was their
final hoorah for MSJ volleyball.
Certainly, the best way to go out
would have been to hang the banner
in the Smith Center, but instead,
their final season ended abruptly.
Still, behind this disappointing
finish, they have a year’s worth of
success.
As the program continues
to find spurts of success, energy
from the school is greatly needed
to support our favorite volley bros.
The remaining team members are
optimistic about next season. Jesse
Russo said, “Hopefully, when the
final test that really matters comes
by, we’ll be able to tackle it head
on.” We must remember that, “You
can train as a gladiator, but what
sets you apart is the mark of a
champion,” Tom Hill explained. In
the end, as Ryan Payne pointed out,
“We will get what we deserve.”

WMSJ: Mount Saint Joe’s Student-Run Television
It isn’t just news and announcements! Tune in for exciting new original material!

Calvin Parker
Quill Staff Writer
The WMSJ program is
looking forward to great year in
broadcast with plenty of activities
planned. Homerooms will be treated
to live broadcasts every Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday, and
archival videos from years past will
play the rest of the week. WMSJ
has added plenty of segments and
has even experimented with an
online process, thus showing the
possible future of the show. The
club is continuing to push for more
original content as it continues to
progress.
During live broadcasts,
students present a rundown of the
daily announcements, which can be
very important and critical. If you
missed some important information
on announcements that may pertain
to you, WMSJ gives you another
opportunity to hear it.

Wednesday’s show features
a regular sports
segment. WMSJ
closely evaluated
the MLB postseason, especially
when the Orioles
were still in
it. The sports
segment often
includes an indepth analysis on a certain topic.
Tune in, and we can have our own
Sportscenter right here at school!
Also, club regular Matt
O’Brien has an ongoing segment
every Friday called the “Matt O’
Brien Show.” On this segment,
Matt does an introduction with
original content. He then has guests
participate in a variety of activities.
So far this year, the “Matt O’Brien
Show” has included a test to show
how much students love America
as well as a familiar segment called

“trick shot.”

As far of the
days when we
don’t produce a
live broadcast,
we turn to good
ole VHS tapes
to entertain the
school. Recently,
WMSJ shared a
student’s video
documenting the Ski Trip in 2004
and a recording of an old MSJ
event where students used tools to
destroy old cars. Other videos give
fun flashbacks to teachers here in
the 1990’s and 2000’s: Mr. Murphy
as a teacher, Mrs. Gonzales in her
same classroom, and Mr. Perzinski
playing the guitar and singing in a
talent show. These are only small
bits of what we hope to show to
educate students about the history
of the school
Finally, WMSJ has been

experimenting with a website called
highschoolcube.com that allows
us to broadcast the show on the
internet. This is an example of how
technology can be an innovative
way to take a club like this to the
next level. Many high schools
also use this to do live broadcasts
of sporting events. We’ve done
one test so far, and although it
had a slight lag, we hope to be
broadcasting from this site soon
From the push for more
original content to making history
by putting the show online, there
is plenty for viewers to be excited
about with WMSJ. If you’d like
to see old tapes of MSJ events,
need another chance to hear
the announcements, or see live
entertainment, this is the channel
for you. Tune in to WMSJ for
something new and exciting every
day of school!
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Gus Talks Sports: NFL’s Kyle Fuller, ‘10

An NFC Defensive Player of the Week looks back on his time at Mount St. Joe
Gus Singleton
Quill Staff Writer
Kyle Fuller was the first
round draft pick of the Chicago
Bears in the 2014 NFL Draft. The
6-foot, 190-pound defensive back
earned 2nd team All-American
honors while at Virginia Tech and
is a 2010 graduate of Mount St.
Joseph High School.
GUS: Where did you grow up?
I grew up in Woodlawn, just a few
exits north of Mount St. Joe.
GUS: What youth league football
teams did you play on?
I played for the Woodlawn Falcons
from ages 5-8. Then I played Pop
Warner for the Northwood Rams
starting at age nine up through
middle school.
GUS: Who was your inspiration?
My older brother, Vinnie, since he
played football first. He was also

GUS: Who was your favorite
the first brother to get drafted into
teacher at MSJ?
the NFL by the Titans. Another
There were so many great teachers.
older brother Corey played for
I would have to say Mr. Romeo was
the Lions last year. I have a total
a very good math teacher. He taught
of three brothers. All of us played
me a lot.
football, and all of us ended up
GUS: What
going to
was your
Virginia
best memory
Tech for
at MSJ?
college.
I loved the
My
tower climb
younger
as a senior
brother
and signing
Kendall
my name to
was a
the wall. See
freshman
theshadowleague.com
if you can find it
All-American for the
when you are a senior. I also liked
Hokies last year.
GUS: How did you like Mount St. graduation and wearing those white
tuxedos.
Joseph High School?
GUS: What was your biggest
It was a very good education. The
athletic highlight in high school?
atmosphere helped me focus and
I really just enjoyed my teammates.
kept me from getting distracted
But one thing I did that not a lot of
with things that didn’t matter. MSJ
people know is that I ran track for
is a special place.

MSJ, and my dad was the coach. I
ran the 200, 400, and some relays. I
really loved it too.
GUS: What was your biggest
football highlight at Virginia
Tech?
Playing for Tech in the Orange
Bowl my freshman year was really
special.
GUS: How much does your
Christian faith play a role in your
life?
There is nothing more important
than my Christian faith when it
comes to help keeping me centered
in hard times and in good times.
GUS: What is it like to play for
the Chicago Bears in the NFL?
The Bears are one of the great
organizations and one of the great
traditions in the NFL. It’s like a
dream come true.

Orioles Tragic?

Despite being swept by the Kansas City Royals, Orioles fans have reason to hope in 2015
Nick Viennas

Quill Staff Writer
This 2014 baseball season
was a special one for the Baltimore
Orioles, who earned their first
American League East division
title since 1997. The Orioles are led
by manager Buck Showalter,who
has helped transform a perennial
last-place team into an American
League powerhouse in just four and
a half years.
Baltimore was dealt a tough
hand this season, and as Kenny
Rogers said, “You gotta know
when to hold‘em and know when
to fold‘em.” The birds of Baltimore
held their cards, and they made the
most of it.
With the loss of their allstars Matt Wieters and Manny
Machado for the entire season,
players such as Caleb Joseph (who
had been contemplating retirement
this season), Steven Pearce, and
Nick Hundley stepped up to the
plate and made an instantaneous
impact for the Orioles.
However, no one made
moves as impactful as Nelson
Cruz’s. Cruz made up for the struggling Chris Davis this season in the
power department and set a new

career high in home runs and RBI’s Orioles feel the same about him),
in a season. His defensive abilities
but he has put up MVP-type numhave been overlooked by his stagbers this season and would like to
gering offensive production, but
get paid. Just how much are the Oripeople who watch the Orioles conoles willing to spend on one player
sistently know that he has played a
after having Ubaldo Jimenez’s foursolid left field.
year $50 million contract backfire
Probably the most imporon them? If a deal is not in place
tant part of the Orioles’ success this with Cruz, the Orioles will likely
year was their bullpen. The additender him a one-year deal in hopes
tions of Brad Brach
that a team will sign
and Andrew Miller,
him and the Orioles
plus moving Zach
will be awarded a
Britton to the closer
first round pick.
role, helped solidify
The Orioles
an already dominant
could also trade
bullpen.
Chris Davis this
As the offoff-season to the
season settles in,
Chicago White Sox
many Orioles fans
for their top pitcher
have their own
Chris Sale. Chris
Orioles.com
theories/thoughts of what is
Davis and Matt Wieters will
going to happen to our key players
be free agents in 2016, and both
who are free agents, such as Darren players will want a $100+ million
O’Day, Nelson Cruz, Nick Markacontract. Since the Orioles definitekis, J.J. Hardy, and Andrew Miller.
ly value a great defensive catcher
The Orioles have a history of being who can hit over a power- hitting
cheap spenders during the off-seafirst baseman, they will be dishing
son, but they will more than likely
out some major cash to Wieters in
re-sign Nick Markakis, J.J. Hardy,
2016. In addition, the Orioles have
and Darren O’Day.
longed for the days of having a
When it comes to Nelson
top-of-the-line starting pitcher since
Cruz, he has stated that he would
Mike Mussina left for New York.
like to stay in Baltimore (and the
Chris Sale, an all-star Cy Young

award candidate for the past three
seasons, would provide stability in
an average rotation for the Orioles.
Finally, the Orioles have a
top prospect in their triple-A system
named Christian Walker who plays
first base. Walker had a breakout
season this year, which has presented him with an opportunity to
showcase his talents to the Orioles.
Walker would have been in the Major Leagues sooner, but with defensive value so high for the Orioles,
they wanted him to work on his defense. Many Orioles coaches state
that he has improved tremendously.
Unfortunately, the season
didn’t end as many people wished.
After sweeping the Detroit Tigers
in the ALDS, the Orioles were
ousted by the Kansas City Royals
in the League Championship Series.
While the sweep at the hands of the
Royals wasn’t how people wanted
the season to conclude, there is
much to be proud of as a fan of the
Orioles. Given their current makeup, the Orioles have positioned
themselves to make a run at the
World Series in 2015.
As Orioles broadcaster
Gary Thorne would say, “I bid you
adieu.” #BUCKleUp, O’s fans, next
year should be a fun ride!

